How to Identify the Correct Outlet and Adapter Combination

Verify the style (Diamond, DISS, Chemetron, Puritan-Bennett) of gas specific (oxygen, vacuum, medical air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide, WAGD, instrument air) adapter required. Adapters contain a key feature for each gas to eliminate the possibility of the user connecting the device into the incorrect wall outlet and subsequently the wrong gas source.

### Gas Color-Coding

- **Oxygen** $O_2$  Green
- **Medical Air** Yellow
- **Carbon Dioxide** $CO_2$  Gray
- **Nitrogen** $N_2$  Black
- **Nitrous Oxide** $N_2O$  Blue
- **Vacuum** White
- **WAGD (EVAC)** Purple
- **Instrument Air** Red

### Gas Outlets

**Ohmeda/Ohio/Diamond**

- [Image of Ohmeda/Ohio/Diamond gas outlets]

**Chemetron/NCG**

- [Image of Chemetron/NCG gas outlets]

**DISS**

- [Image of DISS gas outlets]
Compatible Console Outlets

Ohio Ohmeda Diamond

DISS Handtight + DISS Nut

Puritan Bennett

Chemetron® Rectangular Striker*

Chemetron® Round Striker*

* The Chemetron outlet has a round or rectangular keyway below the bottom screw. Chemetron Vacuum and Air wall outlets installed prior to 1966 have round keyways. Chemetron vacuum and air wall outlets installed post 1966 have rectangular keyways. All Chemetron (NCG) oxygen keyways are round.